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Students to pay
more in the fall

Oops, watch that turn

By THOMAS J. LUCENTE
News Editor
Wright State University, for
the third time in the last four
quarters, has raised tuition.
Full-time, undergraduate students will begin paying $979
per quarter this fall.
On July 13, the state Controlling Board voted to allow
universities to raise their tuition as much as 9 percent. The
previous cap was 7 percent.
The cap increase came after Gov. George Voinovich, a
graduate of Ohio University
and The Ohio State University. cut $170.2 million from
the budget for higher educaPaige E. Mulhollan
tion.
Voinovich, who ran for
election as the "education gover- education could be facing annor," has now cut the higher educa- other 5 percent in cuts at the end
tion budget three times since tak- of the calendar year if no iming office in January 1991.
provement occurs in the
"Our Board of Trustees gave economy.
the president the authority to raise
According to WSU Presituition if the cap was raised," said dentPaigeE. Mulhollan thecuts
Harry Battson, director of public to the budget will cause Wright
relations for Wright State.
State to begin the fiscal year—
Wright State was the only one which started July 1 — with a
of the 13 state universities to op- defcitof approx imately $2 m ilpose raising the cap.
lion.
"We preferred that they did not
After last summers budget
raise the cap," said Mulhollan.
cuts, Wright Stale had a budget
He explains, however, that it is deficit of $3.5 million.
the policy of the Board of Trustees
That resulted in the eliminato have Wright State remain around tion of 100 positions and 40
seventh in the state where tuition is layoffs. Sixty positions were vaconcerned.
cant because of a hiring freeze
In March, the school raised tu- installed in anticipation of the
ition the full 7 percent — from cuts.
S898 to S961.
Mulhollan believes, howThe S315.7 million in budget ever, that no layoffs or further
cuts announced by Voinovich are tuition hikes will be necessary.
part of an attempt to alleviate a He said that most of the deficit
projected $520 million dollar defi- could be absorbed through freezcit.
ing the purchase of new equipAction on the remaining part of ment and hiring.
the projected deficit is being deMulhollan said that he exferred in hopes that the economy pects the university to begin fall
will improve over the next few quarter with more faculty than
months.
last year, despite the budget
According to Mulhollan. higher troubles.
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The Falrbom fire department had trouble maneuvering their truck earlier this month,
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W.S.U. archives
to store previous
Heights records
By Dawn E. Leger
Staff Writer
Officials in Hubcr Heights,
formerly WayneTwp., are handing
township records over to Wright
State archivists this week.
Two boxes full of documents
— dating from 1860 to 1930 —
include police records, bail bonds,
agreements, road repair statements
and receipts, elections for justice
of the peace (all 169 votes), and
ledger books from county meetings.
Adm inistrative offices in Huber
Heights, which incorporated in
1981, moved into its new city hall
building near the new police
headquarters on Taylorsv; .eRoad
July 14. Because of the relocation,
Norita Kittle, the city's former
assistant manager, decided that it

was time to send the old records to
the archives.
"1 knew eventually that we were
going to have to give them up to the
archives — they go where they
need to," Kittle said. "You just
hate to part with that stuff." She
added that she has been aware for
ten years that the city retained the
documents.
Huber Heights' new Police
Chief Mike D'Amico, who recently
saw the public papers, commented,
"Having been here six months, I
didn't know there were records
dating that far back." D' Amico was
impressed especially by the giltedged ledger books that are neatly
covered with inked script.
WSU is the Ohio Historical
Society's regional depository of
local government record';.
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Professor becomes ambassador from Mauritania
When Dr. M. Fall Ainina took a
leave of absence from Wright State
University, it was not to do research or to pursue advanced studies.
Ainina, an associate professor
of finance, was named ambassador
to the United States from
Mauritania.
Mauritania, which has a population of 2 million, is on the northwest coast of Africa, bordered by
Morocco, Senegal and Mali. It recently changed from a military
government to a multi-party democracy.
The first presidential election,
Ainina says, took place last January, and press freedom was instituted in July.
As ambassador to the United
States, Ainina's goals are to improve relations between the two
countriesand to improveeconomic

M. Fall Ainina
conditions in Mauritania by attracting business investments. "We have
some oil companies looking for
oil," he says, "but we need more
business, especially fishing, light

Ainina's move from academic vocal or more involved."
industries and agricultural equipAfter receiving a degree from
ment I would like to start a new to diplomatic circles siarted in July
economic relationship between our 1991 when he became an advisor the business school of the Univertwo countries and attract more to President Maouya Taya of sity of Tunisia, Ainina went to
Mauritania. He arrived at the em- Ball State University for an MB A.
American business.
1 hope Ohio businesses will be bassy in Washington in March and According to Daniel Kaufman,
interested in doing business in on April 2, presented his letters of Ph.D., chair of the Department of
credence to PresidentGeorge Bush. Finance, Insurance and Real EsMauritania."
Ainina also wants to increase
Ainina, whose official title is tate in Wright State's College of
tourism in Mauritania, which has Ambassador Extraordinary and Business and Administration,
the longest beach in Africa. In ad- Plenipotentiary of Mauritania to Ainina then went to Arizona State
dition, he plans to establish student the United States, has a long ac- University to teach French. But
and cultural exchange programs quaintance with Taya and several he continued to be interested in
and hopes a student exchange with of the ministers of his native coun- business, and enrolled in a Ph.D.
Wright State will be possible.
try. "I went to school with some of program there.
Ainina came to Wright State
In addition to his official role, them, and we share the same views
in 1986 and has been a popular
Ainina says he thinks of himself as on politics," he says.
an ambassador from Wright State.
While Ainina hadn't planned a professor, according to Kaufman
"I consider myself a part of the political career, he doesn't seem
"I always imagined myself
Wright State family," he says. surprised at the turn his life has
"When President Bush asked me taken. "In a poor country, every- teaching, and this is very differwhat I had done before, I told him body is intopoliticsbccause they're ent," Ainina says of the ambassaI was on the faculty of Wright State not happy with what has been dorship. He hopes to return to
done," he says. "Some are more Wright State in the future.
University."

Archaeology student named WSU Presidential Scholar
Carrie Matthews of Hubcr
Heights always has done well. "I
just kept pushing myself because
I saw how rewarding it was to
achieve," Matthews said.
She will have a chance to continue proving herself as the 199293 Wright State University Presidential Scholar, the most prestigious honor given to continuing
undergraduates.
Matthews is thefirstAfricanAmerican student to receive the
award at Wright Stale.
As a Presidential Scholar,
Matthews will conduct a research
project under WSU President
Paige Mulhollan's direction.
After graduation, the classical
humanities major plans to go to

graduate school in England and
pursue a career in archaeology.
Matthews realizes her career
"You learn from the past. I
choice is unusual and not understood by many people.
find connections between the past
"The public is becoming more
and more aware of the field of
archaeology, but it is an imperfect and the present really interesting."
awareness," she said. "Many people
do not really understand or know
— Carrie Matthews
exactly what archaeology is all
about or why anyone would consider making a career in archaeolMatthews main tains a 3.9 grade
future. The goal of archaeology is
ogy"
Matthews always has loved to reveal the story of humankind point average and is a member of
the
Golden Key National Honor
by the objects we have left behind,
European history.
"You learn from the past. I findwhether these are the monumental Society.
She alsofindstime to volunteer
connections between the past and buildings of ancient Greece or
the present really interesting," she household artifacts used by ancient at the Dayton Art Institute and is
considering entering its docent
said. "The past is the key to the peoples."

66

Don't miss The
Guardian's Welcom
Back Issue.- Kpok fo
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1 went
from house to
hou$e,getiTgam
foodorclofte
they would
giveme. Ihandeditall
out to any needy
neighborhood?'

training program in the fall.
Matthews doesn't take all the
credit for her success and high
goals.
Her family motivates her with
encouragement and support,
though she insists she works hard
mostly for herself.
"If other people see that I do
well, it's good, but I do it for myself," she said.
The WSU BolingaCultural Arts
Center also awarded Matthews a
scholarship.
"It's awards like the Presidential Scholarship and the other honors that keep you going," she said.
"It makes you feel good that someone thinks so highly of you. It's
very encouraging."

Jack Powel is one of die little answers
to the big problemsfacingevery communtiy in America. And because there

are more people than problems,
filings will ge! done. All you /rave to

do is something. Do onyrfiing. fo find
out how, call 11800) 677-5515.

-Jad Powell
ScfatwjMD

o
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New trustees initiate president
Biochemistry chair
Mulhollan's replacement process receives an award
Governor Georgr Voinovich ap- appropriate to try tofinda president as group vice president of energy

pointed Robert Buerger and Douglas
Hawthorne to fill vacancies on the
Board of Trustees.
One of the largest tasks facing the
board in the upcoming years will be
the appointment of a new university
president to replace resigning president Paige Mulhollan. The board is
aiming to have the next president
selected and accepted by spring 1994,
when Mulhollan retires.
Step one in selecting a new president will be to develop a list of
charateri sties sought and to form a
screening committee. The characteristics will be those consistent with
the university's goals, missions and
direction.
Buerger feels the "responsibility
of the presidential selection committee is tofindsomeone to manage the
university into the future.'*
Many faculty members were disgruntled with the selection of Paige
Mulhollan. Mulhollan was selected in
1985 over provost Michael Ferrari,
and many faculty members felt they
had little voice in the decision. "The
president is not going to be able to
please everyone governed. It is not

that will satisfy everyone. It's not production. He notes that unlike
going to work,"commented Buerger. many trustee members, he is from
In order to give a wider group Greene County instead of the Montvoice in the selection, a 21 member gomery County/greater Dayton area.
panel will be designated. Eleven Buerger further explains that as a
members of this committee will be college graduate with children preappointed by the board of trustees, paring for college, he offers a voicc
including three community and one from both the business area and as "a
Lake Campus representatives, two user and interested parent." Lookdeans and a vice president
ing toward his position as a growth
Weber will serve as a commu- experience, he says he is extremely
nity representative. Dolores Russ honored to join the board. Buerger
(contributor to the Russ Engineer- explains that "WSU is an important
ing building) and Harry Mayo have asset to the community" and that he
already been selected by the board. would like to "expose (WSU's) valTwo students will be serve on the ues to west central Ohio." Buerger
committee.
added that he would like to sec
To prevent a repeat of the last WSU's "contributions to the area
selection process, a veto provision maintained, at least. If not exwas added allowingablockof seven panded."
committee members keep a canidate
Buerger and Hawthorne will be
from joining thefinalistslist
replacing Fred Weber and Richard
The president will be chosen by Jacob who both ended their terms at
the board from the list of finalists.the May 29 meeting. Weber, apRobert Buerger will be bring- pointed to the board July 1, 1983,
ing varied experiences to his post served as both chair and vice-chair
on the board of trustees. Buerger during his term. Jacobresignedto
served at Wilmington College in a spend more of hisretirementin
similar capacity and is currently Florida and was absent for the resigemployed at Dayton Power & Light nation meeting.

WSU programs receive grants
State Senator Merle Grace
Kearns, R-Springfield, announced today that the Ohio Humanities Council haschosen twoprograms at Wright
State University to receive part of
$57,322 in new grant awards and
$10,959 in matching grants.
Receiving a $1,500 grant and
$5,000 in matching funds was a conference entitled, "The Future Shape
of Black Religion: Youth, Young

Adults, the Next Generation." The
February conference will feature discussions about theroleof youth in
shaping black religion.
The other grant-winning program was a two-day conference
sponsored by the university's Peace
Studies Association entitled," 14921992, Five Hundred Years of Conflict: Which Way to Peace?" The
October conference, which received

$1,500, will explore the impact of
"discovery" on the indigenous
peoples of the Western Hem isphere.
"There are more facets to our
society than most people typically
recognize," said Keams.
"These grants will give Wright
The July 2 issue had a text omission in the story on the Wally
State University the opportunity to By am Caravan. Likewise, much of the storyrepeateditself after
increase awareness regarding groups continuing to page 16.
and issues that have been traditionThe Guardian apologizes for any confusion this error may have
ally underrepresented."
caused.

Looking for a way
to make a difference?

RECYCLE!
. • * .

Dr.
Daniel
Organisciak
of
Beavercreek, professor
and chair of biochemistry at Wright State University, received the
Trustees' Award for Faculty Excellence during
WSU's commencement
on June 13.
"I think we (professors) have - moral obligation to teach students
therightway to approach
science and, at the same
time, we have the opportunity to instill in students
an enthusiasm for science," said Organisciak. Daniel Organisciak
He started his teaching ca- ally and internationally.
reer at Wright State as an assis-Organisciak's 15-year study
tant professor of biochemistry involves trying to understand
in 1975 and was promoted to how light can damage the
associate professor (with ten- retina, under some conditions,
ure) in 1979, and to professor leading to blindness. He found
in 1989. He became chair of that Vitamin C appears to prothe department in 1990.
tect the eyefromthe damagOrgan isc iak is noted for de- ing effects of intense light.
veloping a vigorous research The research he conducted
program at Wright State in the in visual biochemistry has atarea of retinal light damage tracted the attention of scienand hereditaryretinaldegen- tists from around the world.
eration.
He has been invited to present
His work with Vitamin C, hisfindingsat national symother antioxidants and retinal posiums and the International
oxidation isrecognizednation- Congresses of Eye Research.

Setting the record straight

j Comedy Cafa.
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Opinion
WSU tuition policy deserves reconsideration
Once again, Wright State officials
have announced plans to raise tuition.
With three such increases in the past
four quarters, we've come more or
less to expect this always unwelcome
announcement.
In sharp contrast to the humble
1990-91 academic year's $823 per
quarter price tag, a quarter of WSU
education soon will cost $979. (That's
a 19 percent increase.)
But the real concern here shouldn't
be the decision to implement yet another increase. What else can we expect state universities to do after their
government cuts 170 million of their
budget dollars?
And besides, all the other state
schools were doing it. Why can't ours?
As silly as this adolescent logic
sounds, that really is the reason Wright
State gives for continually raising tuition: 'All the other state schools did
it.'
We need to re-evaluate this policy.
WSU President Paige E. Mulhollan says his administration — in its
seven-yearreign—hasalmostdoubled
tuition costs (his tenure has seen an 81
percent total tuition hike) because it
wants us to stay in the middle of Ohio's
state-school cost spectrum.
Mulhollan argues that this cost
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maintenance helps uphold and develop
the quality of a Wright State education. That seems true enough; keeping
ourprofessors paid and equipped comparably to the educators at other Ohio
schools is paramount in our mission to
establish the credibility of a Wright
State education.
But as clear as that logic may sound,
it seems equally clear that Wright State
administrators aren't acting upon it.
While student tuition costs have increased by $156 over the past two
years, faculty pay has remained relatively stagnant. In fact, Wright State's
faculty weathered a pay-freeze while
its students endured a mid-year two
percent tuition increase last January.
Our university's recent record
clearly indicates no direct correlation
between how much money Wright
State needs and how much we pay.
This past spring, along with all its
"university peers," WSU implemented
a 7 percent tuition hike for next year—
the highest increase the state would
allow.
When Gov. George Voinovich later
cut funding for higher education
(again), he also allowed university
officials to add another 2 percent to
1992-93 student costs. In a remarkable
demonstration of independence. Dr.
EDITORS & MANAGERS
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..THEN THE MAGIC MARKER FLEW OUT
OF MY HANDS AND WENT RIGHT THROUGH
THE WALL! IT WAS UKE IT HAD A MIND
OF ITS OWN... IT WAS OUT OF CONTROL.'

TUITION INCREASES/

Mulhollan — alone among the 13
state university presidents—voted
against the tuition cap increase.
Mulhollan argued that other
schools should take fat-trimming
steps similar to the ones Wright
State endured last year. By making such cuts, additional student
costs would be unnecessary.
But state officials didn't buy
Mulhollan's argument; the Ohio
Board of Regents won government approval and raised the tuition cap. And rather than surviving without the cost hike — which
he originally said WSU and the
rest of Ohio's state schools could
do — our president ordered another increase.
It's true that higher prices are a
fact of life. But manufactured pricing is both silly and self-destructive.
It's also true that we don't want
to compromise the quality of a
Wright State education. But when
this budget problem resurfaces in
November—and it will resurface
— perhaps we should ask our administrators what the students gain
by paying an additional, and previously "unneeded," 2 percent.
If there's no clear answer to
that question, perhaps there's no
clear reason to raise tuition.

LETTERS

More criticism
for art review
In his review of "x6-New Directions in Multiples" the writer begins
by saying that it is his intent to criticize the work in the show without
rejecting, condemning or censoring
it. Unfortunately, in his apparent lack
of sensitivity and knowledge, both to
the work specifically and the shows
general motif, he is not entirely unsuccessful.
To begin with, the only mention of
the shows pervasive idea occurs when
the writer observes that Gerhard |
Merz's Latina "... has a sort of produced look, as if it had been manufactured. This look, however does not
detract from the piece's appeal." Good
call. Everything in the show is a reproduction. ...
The writer's rash assessment of
both Christo's Wrapped Phone and
George Herold's Promised finds him
completely mired in the^e pieces as
objects while blind to the ideas they
attempt to communicate. Sometimes
the art is the idea and not the object.
Michael Goodson
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Op-Ed
Art review
draws criticism

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Share your opinion with the
I am writing in regards to the Wright State community by writing
article entitled "x6 Opens at Mu- a letter to the editor and addressing it
seum." I would hope that in the to:
future the writer researches a bit
The Guardian—letters
more before he attempts to "re046 University Center
view" a gallery opening.
Dayton, Ohio 45435
The main reason that I became
Letters should consist of fewer
highly offended while reading this
article is the reference to Keith

Noted professor
leaves WSU

than 400 words and include a signature, printed full name, telephone
Students of the Art Therapy
number and class standing.
Program bid farewell to a remarkThe Guardian will reject libelous able faculty member. Dr. Michael
or offensive letters, as well as letters Campanelli has been a professor
that request money.
at Wright State since 1986. He
The Guardian reserves the right has shown himself to be a dedito reject and edit letters.
cated teacher setting exceptional
standards foracademic excellence.
He is a two-time winner of the Art
Therapy Department's "Professor
ought to try something new," is a
of the Year Award" for outstandhighly distasteful quote considering teaching and advisement.
ing that Keith Haring died of AIDS
Dr. Campanelli is a caring adin 1989.
visor who generously gives extra
If the writer had done any reAs a spokesman for the Wally well as taking care of emergency
time and energy to his students.
search on this artist, he would Byam Caravan Club International, situations, was also appreciated.
His courses have been wonderful
have also learned that Haring be- Inc., I wish to extend a heart felt
The newspapers, radio stations, examples of how academic knowlgan creating his "human forms" 'thank you' to all of the citizens of and television coverage has been
with chalk on subway black- the community for making our mem- appreciated in making known to you edge can be an exciting and powboards. It is pretty impossible for bers feel so welcome during our 35th what we are all about. I hope those of erful influence in students' lives.
His workshops and university prean artist to "cliche" his own work, International Rally.
you who could came out to the Ervin sentations have featured valuable
as the writer suggests. Many artWe realize that our numbers may J. Nutter Center to visit with us.
clinical techniques that have been
ists have mimicked this style. have inconvenienced you in your
We hope the church offering of
However, Haring is the one who daily living. You have no doubt seen $6,827 ?o the Dayton Cancer Asso- adopted and incorporated by
created it Haring dealt with is- us in your grocery stores, restau- ciation, the 4,000 knitted hats to the graduate interns and art therapy
sues ranging from child abuse to rants, laundromats and probably the three area organizations, the food to professionals
His diversifiedresearchinterhomosexuality. By saying that congestion that we cause in your the Food Closet and the other perHaring should "try something traffic patterns has not been easy to sonal contacts have helped in some ests include multi-cultural art
new," the writer is missing the accept. However, we have experi- small way as service from our club. therapy practices and have lead to
international presentations in
point of his work. Keith Haring's enced only courtesy and friendliness
So, as we leave your lovely area Greece, Japan and the Fiji Islands,
work is about the message, not from everyone we have met.
may we say again how much we and to the development of a Nathe medium. In the future, I sug- A special thanks goes to the won- have enjoyed being here. We will
gest that the writer stick to what derful people that have helped us as say to you as we say to each of our tional Committee on Ethno-Culhe knows andresearchwhat he judges for our activities. Your pa- friends as we leave them "We'll see tural Factors in art therapy. His
pioneering work has served to
does not
tience that was required on the CB you down the road."
bridge the cultural gap in the art
Channel 14, which is our life-line
therapy field.
Melonie B. Dutridge and so necessary to keep WBCCI
Teressa G. Taylor
Dr. Campanelli is a well-remembers informed of activities as
WBCCI Public Relations spected artist who is twice-winner
of the East Coast Hub City Award.
His Russian-US Peace Banner was
Why is The Guardian more formed officer could watch rented part could cost the faculty and stu- a recent creative endeavor comcommitted toreportingon world movies. I was unaware that the job of dents of Wright State campus the missioned by a continuing Educaevents than on events of immedi- a Public Safety dispatcher included time needed for Public Safety to re- tion Peace Project in New York.
ate concern to Wright State stu- watching movies.
act to an emergency.
Dr. Campanelli has been an
dents and faculty? Perhaps your
It appalls me to think that my
Just a note to faculty and students indispensable person in the qualstaff couldresearchwhy Media personal safety is in jeopardy be- of Wright State: Isn't it nice to know ity training we havereceivedat
Services delivered a twenty-inch cause the dispatcher may be busy that you will receive necessary assis- Wright State. We will miss him
color TV and VCR to Public watching "Wheel of Fortune" and tance from Public Safety (as long as and offer him the very best of luck
Safety's communication com- not be alerted to the boards that dis- it is during a commercial.)
in his future ventures.
mand center in Allyn Hall, so that playfireand security system alarms.
the on-duty dispatcher and a uni- Any hesitation on the dispatcher's
Steven D. Smith
Robin Toler

Wally Byam bids farewell to

Wright State community

WSU employees paid to watch television
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Education college has a new associate dean
Dr. Gregory R. Bernhardt of
Yellow Springs has been named
associate dean of the College of
Education and Human Services
at Wright State University,
effective July 1.
As associate dean, Bernhardt
will be the college's second
highest ranking administrative
officer.
His main responsibility will
be heading a collaborative effort
between Wright State and local
communities.
The focus of the effort will be
transforming education by
redesigning teacher education and
teaching instructors innovative
ways to teach.
Bernhardt tells his students,
"Have a strong professional
commitment to what you are
doing. Be a life-long learner and

try to be motivated to continue to Gies, Ed. D., dean. "I haveenjoyed and honored through the years.
improve."
working with him for the last five He received the annual Wright
Bernhardt, former chair of the years and look forward to his State University Alumni
department of human services, services as associate dean."
Association Award for Teaching
joined the Wright State faculty in
From 1971 to 1975, Bernhardt Excellence in 1981, 1982 and
1979 as an assistant professor in
was an instructor 1985.
the College of
atQuenemoHigh
In 1985, Bernhardt and Dr.
Education and
School
in Joseph Emanuel, WSU associate
Human Services.
Quenemo, Kan.. professor of counselor education,
In 1982, he
He later became presented their study "Family
became a clinical
an instructor at Counseling Using Personality
assistant professor
A i m e s Types as a Resource," at the
in Wright State's
C o m m u n i t y regional conference of the
School
of
College
in American Association for
Professional
Greeley, Colo. In Counseling and Development.
Psychology.
1977, he became a teaching
The study used a personality
He a! so worked as a consul ti ng assistant at the University of test, the Myers-Briggs Type
psychologist for the Metropolitan Northern Colorado, and then was Indicator, to help resolve marital
Clinic of Counseling in Dayton. promoted to instructor in 1978. conflicts and family tensions.
"Dr. Bernhardt has made He was appointed as a school
The organization selected the
significant and numerous counselor in 1979.
study as the outstanding program
contributions to our college and
Bernhardt's contributions to of the AACD.
the university," said Frederick Wright State have been recognized
Bernhardt is an active member

New SOPP dean
begins term soon

Wright State University has
appointed Dr. Russell J. Bent of
Dayton dean of the School of Professional Psychology, effective
Aug. 1.
Since coming to Wright Slate
in 1978, Bent has served as both
associate dean for Psychological
Services and professor in the School
of Professional Psychology.
At Wright State, Bent was actively involved in obtaining a $2
million grant from the Kellogg
Foundation to fund Partners for
Community Health Development
PCHD is a joint partnership
between Wright State, Sinclair
Community College and Dayton
area leaders to aid health education
and provide health care to
underserved neighborhoods. He
also serves as the PCHD's program director for the School of
Professional Psychology.
Since 1989, Bent has served as
an executive member of the American Psychological Association's
Committee on Accreditation. The
committee is responsible for accreditation of over 500 doctoral
and internship programs in psychology nationwide. He is also a
trustee of the American Board of
Professional Psychology, which

certifies advanced level specialists
in 10 different psychological specialties, serves on the board's examination standards committee,
and chairs its continuing education
committee.
Bent has received numerous
awards and honors for his service,
including a Distinguished Practitioner in Psychology Award in 1985
from the National Academies of
Practice, and a Meritorious and
Dedicate Service Award in 1986
from the American Board of Professional Psychology. Bent has
been selected to receive the Karl F.
Helser Presidential Award for Advocacy from the APA at its convention in August.
Specializing in the training of
professional psychologists, health
service delivery systems, eclectic
psychotherapy and forensic psychology, Bent has presented papers at national professional symposiums and conferences, and published numerous articles in national
publications.
"Dr. Bent has therightcombination of academ ic and professional
experience to head the School of
Professional Psychology," said
Charles Hathaway, Ph.D., vice
president for academic affairs. "I
am confident that he will provide
outstanding leadership to the college."
Bent earned his doctorate and
master's degrees in clinical psychology atFordham University and
his bachelor's degree in philosophy at St Peter's College.

'$tm M i

Gregory Bernhardt
of the American Personnel and
Guidance Association and the
Association for Counselor
Education and Supervision. Center
in Dayton.

LOST AND FOUND SALE
DELTA ZETA WILL CONDUCT A SALE OF LOST AND
FOUND ARTICLES AT OCTOBER DAZE. ALL ITEMS
HAVE BEEN HELD FOR 90 DAYS AND WILL BE PRICED
FOR DIRECT SALE. ALL PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE
WILL BENEFIT DELTA ZETA. ALL ARTICLES 90 DAYS
OLD WILL BE DONATED OR DISPOSED OF ON JULY 27,1992.
IF YOU HAVE LOST AN ITEM, PLEASE CHECK WITH
THF. OFFICE OF PARKING SERVICES, 017 LIBRARY BY
JULY 23, 1992.

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
W

.

r *
"""""

Y

o

u

' v e
worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing offers... professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities. continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

(614) 488-0383
ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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WSU students escape to other countries
Highlights of G R E E C E
By MARY LEONARD
• Ancient Oracle in Delphi
Special Writer
• Olympia
• Crete
While most of us this summer
• Agean Islands
will be discovering Dayton, several members of the WSU community will be adventuring abroad.
Destinations include Greece,
Spain, China and Japan.
Janice Gabbert, Chairperson of
the Classics department, has organized the twelve day trip with its
base in Athens.
Dr. Gabbert made a personal
decision to visit Greece this summer and opened the invitation to
any interested travelers. The group
Highlights of BRAZIL!
• Gty of Curtiba
plans on a lot of exercise while
• Prrt city of Paranagua
walking through the city streets in
• Rio de Janeiro
hundred degree heat A three day
Peloponesian bus trip is planned
with stops at the Ancient Oracle in
Delphi and to Olympia, the site of
the first Olympic games. The rest
of the trip may include an overnight ferryrideto Crete or possibly a jaunt to the various Aegean credible, with everyone bending trips. Flaherty points out that the
Islands aboard a local merchant's over backwards." Dewald grew to Chinese trip "includes heavy travel
boat.
be so close to his host family in the with many sights." The remaining
The WSU International Stu- city of Curitiba that he wasreluc- half of the trip consists of travel
dent Exchange Program has ar- tant to board the train to the next from North to South China includranged the travels to Brazil, China stop, the port-city of Paranagua. ing the intriguing cities of Xian,
and Japan. According to Jim After a side trip to Argentina, the Shanghai, Guilin, Canton, and
Flaherty, Coordinator of the pro- groupfinishesits South American Hong Kong.
gram, "each country has a unique tour in Rio de Janeiro.
The Japanese adventure has
quality." "Brazil's strong point is
The sojourn to China begins in "every minutefilledwith sights to
the cultural advantage gained from Beijing by experiencing the Great see," said Flaherty. Points of interthe student's one month homestay Wall of China and the Forbidden est begin with the landscape of
with host families," Flaherty said. City's Dragon Throne. Daily lan- Okayama and the Peace Memorial
Matthew Dewald, who visited Bra- guage lessons and lectures on eco- in Hiroshima. Next, the tour leads
zil during the summer of 1990, nomics, history and industry are to the longest suspension bridge,
exclaimed, "the hospitality is in- complemented with daily field the Seto Bridge, on the island of

Several members of the WSU community will be traveling
J
I "I!
as pan of various international
programs spooseitd by Wright State. Some of the places
they will travel and the highlights they will sec are
displayed on this map.

•Peace Memorial in
Hiroshima

Highlights of CHINA
• The Great Wall
• The Forbidden City's Dragon
Throne
• Shanghai, Hong Kong
•lumlm Otitic Of Cmg B*tmt

Shikoku. The 200 mph bullet train
will then carry the students to Kyoto
and Tokyo. The program in the
Land of the Rising Sun includes
hoinestays with two different families. Flaherty added, "the highlight
of Japan is the luxurious living."
The WSU International Student
Exchange Program has been offering trips to Brazil, Chiria and Japan
for the past ten years. Preparatory
meetings, held throughout the year,
introduce the travelers to the culture, geography and customs of the
host countries. Only one, fourcredit, spri ng quarter language class

is required to help the students
communicate abroad. With departmental independent study arrangements, students "can get a
strong specialty in a specific
country," said Flaherty. In addition to the advantage of earning
course credit, is the impressiveness of having a Student Ambassadorship on one's transcript.
The one month long programs, including lodging and
meals, costs no more than S2000,
Flaherty said. Several scholarships arc available to supplement
the trip expenses.

Who are all these kids on campus anyway?
By GINGER J. PATTEN
Special Writer
What comes to mind when kids
think of sum mer? Long, lazy days?
The beach? Why not camps? Not
only do summer camps provide an
enriching leamingexperience, they
are also enjoyable.
The Office of Pre-College Programs has been offering all kinds
of summer camps since 1977. To
be eligible toregister,students cnterir.g grades K-12 need at least a B

average and a school nomination.
These summer camps have been in
session since June 15, and some
will continue through August 7.
Camp Discovery offers a number of different day camps available to children entering grades k6. These camps provide youngsters with everything from studying dinosaurs to puppet parades.
In addition, second, third, and
fourth graders enjov sculpting and
cartooning. Meaii vhile, fourth,
fifth, and sixth graders can learn

Russian fundamentals, video animation,and scientific magic tricks.
Residential camps are offered
to seventh, eighth, and ninth graders. Among these is Camp Quest
which provides kids with challenging workshops in math, science, communications, creative
writing, and personal and social
issues. Students who take part in
residential camps will also visit
the Dayton Museum of Natural
History and the U. S. Air Force
Museum at Wright Patterson Air

Force Base.
Another residential camp is
Science / Math Quest. It is available to eighth and ninth graders
who wish to enhance their abilities
in these subjects.
High school sophomores, juniors, and seniors are invited to register for college credit Engineering, television and broadcasting,
and new art forms art just a few
classes that can be applied to a
WSU major.
Personal-Social Dynamics

(PSD) is a daily course of action
for all students attending summer
camps. PSD takes the emphasis
off school work and instead focuses on "real life" ideas and issues.
There's a summer for every
kind of student at WSU. Students
enjoy themselves inrelaxedatmospheres while learning subjects
of their choice. For additional information about summer campus,
call the office of Pre-College Programs at 873-3135.
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Lollapalooza II preview
Lollapalooza II, the most talked about tour of the summer, makes a stop
at Cincinnati's Riverbend Music Center next week. The seven acts
performing are Ice Cube, Jesus and Mary Chain, Lush, Ministry, Pearl
Jam, Soundgarden, and the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Serving as our guides
to the concert are Scott Copeland, Joe Lawrence, and Andrew Rogers.
The %ed9~(ot Chiti (Peppers
Ministry
With their recent release. Psalm
69, Ministry continue the path of
thrashing anything in their way.
The sound has evolved (or
devolved?) from their funky dance
beginnings on tracks such as 1980s
"Cold Life," to a guitar laden, beat
heavy sound on their most recent
singles "Jesus Built my Hotrod"
and "N.W.O."
Ministry became the favorites
ol the industrial scene with such
releases as Twitch, The Land of
Rape and Honey, and A Mind is a
Terrible thing to Taste.
The best way to describe the
sound of Ministry is raw
aggression, anger, and violence
played through speakers at such
volumes the speakers want to die,
so the listenerreallywon'tcarewhat
is causing the noise.
The main instigators in Ministry
are Paul Barker and Alain
Jourgensen, who seem to thrive on
their image of aggression and
violence. On their last tour
(captured for posterity on video),
the band performed behind a fence
as both band members and fans
would either climb the fence or
throw things at it. Their show at
Lollapalooza should offer much of
the same.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers are enjoying their biggest success with the massive single "Under
The Bridge." Ironically, the tender ballad about drug addiction is not at all typical of their work.
Most of the rest of their current album, Blood Sugar Sex Magik, consists of funk-heavy uptempo
songs, usually about sex.
In their early days, the group was known for their now discontinued onstage stunt where they
wore nothing but one strategically placed sock. They captured this stunt on film while
simultaneously imitating the Beatles for the cover of their Abbey Road EP. Their five full-length
albums include The Uplift Mqfo Party Plan and Mother's Milk, which contains their cover of
"Higher Ground."
The Red Hot Chili Peppers were recently sent reeling when their guitarist, John Frusciante,
announced he was leaving the group. The group should continue to functionfineas long as its
core of lead singer Anthony Kiedis and bass player Flea (one of the best) remain in the group.

Ice Cube

Rapper Ice Cubefirstcame
to prominence as a member of
N. W. A., and was a member of
the group when they released the
landmark Straight Outta
Compton album, which
contained the song "F— Tha
Police." He then set out on a solo
career which has included two
albums and an E.P.
Ice Cube has also branched
out into movies. He starred in
last year's Boyz NThe Hood and
will appear opposite Ice-T in the
Also appearing at the fest are two of Seattle's most acclaimed bands, Soundgarden and Pearl Jam.
upcoming Looters.
Formed by guitarist Kim Thayil, bassist Hiro Yamamoto, drummer Malt Cameron, and vocalist
Ice Cube seems to specialize
/lyricist Chris Cornell, Soundgarden signed to SubPop in 1987,andfirstunleashed their blend of 70s
metal and 80s grunge on the EPs Screaming Life and Fopp (since re-released together on one CD). in confrontation. For example,
Theirfirstfull-length platter, Ultramega OK, appeareu in 1988 and was followed the next year by thefirstsong on hisfirstalbum
was entided "The Nigga You
the major-label debut, Louder than Love.
Love to Hate." He drewfirefor
Then tragedy struck. Early 1990 saw the overdose death of Andrew Wood, lead singer of fellow
two tracks on his latest album,
Seattle band Mother Love Bone, and personal friend of Cornell. The surviving members of Mother
Death Certificate, which critics
Love Bone collaborated with Cornell and Cameron as Temple of the Dog, andreleaseda rootsy, yet
said were racist towards Koreans
powerful, tribute album in early 1991. That album also featured vocals from singer Eddie Vedder,
and Japanese.
who joined theremainingmembers of Mother Love Bone to form a new band, Pearl Jam.
On the other hand, most
Since then, Soundgarden released the album Badmotorfinger and Pearl Jamreleasedthe album
critics believe N. W. A. lost their
Ten. Not surprisingly, therecentalbums from Soundgarden and Pearl Jam became quick successes,
soul when Ice Cube left because
thanks in part to Seattle's growing prominence on the national music scene. The albums were also
of a royalties dispute. Many state
helped by MTV hits. Pearl Jam's "Alive" and "Even Flow," and Soundgarden's "Outshined."
After these huge successes (Pearl Jam, in fact, are currently residing in the topfiveon Billboard's that few people have the gift that
album chart and Soundgarden earned a Grammy nomination), A & M re-released the Temple of the he has to communicate.
Few people can deny that he
Dog album with the video for "Hunger Strike." With strong MTV play behind it, that album has now
is one of the most vital and
made it into the top 30 on the album chart.
intriguing voices in rap music
It is expected that, in addition to their own sets, the two bands will perform Temple of the Dog
today.
material at Lollapalooza.

Lush

Soundgarden & Tearf Jam

Jesus and CMary Chain

Lush formed in England in 1987. ThefirstAmerican release for Lush was Gala, The primary members of the Jesus and Mary Chain are the Reid brothers, Jim and William.
a compilation of their three previous British EPs. which found the quartet writing They began with thereleaseof 1985s Psychocandy, a raw mixture of feedback drowned vocals,
music which became one of the cornerstones of the British "shoegazcr" movement. mechanical drumming, and songs about anger, death, rejection, and anything else negative.
The recendy released follow-up, Spooky,findsthe band perfecting their blend of
They slowly progressed on their next release Darklands, lapsing back into noise on Barbed
ethereal vocals and reverberating guitars provided by Miki Bercnyi and Emma Wire Kisses (a B-side compilation). Their most reccntreleasesAutomatic and the new Honey's
Anderson, pounding drums supplied by Chris Acland, and recent addition Phil King Deadfindthem turning down the guitars on most tracks, and upping their accessibility.
on bass.
The development of their live show has undergone a similar transformation. Early Jesus and
Last year's tour with Ride for the Gala album was .ated one of the best by many Mary Chain concerts were characterized by large (and loud) amounts of feedback as the band
critics. Lush especially impressed many far: many of whom came solely to see Ride. members would turn their backs on the audience and play abbreviated sets. Each successive tour
Expect their live show to combine the ethereal melodies present on their albums with has found the band loosening up, playing longer sets and actually turning to face the audience.
a louder, more dissonant attitude as they turn up the amps, and hopefully chaos will Their recent appearance on Late Night with David Letterman shows they still have a ways to
ensue.
go, as the band ignored Dave whenever he approached them.
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Everyone needs
Pitzer to graduate
By MARTHA HOWARD
Associate Writer
For Florence Pitzer, a 20 year
employee at Wright State, patience
is not merely a virtue — it's a
necessity. Pitzer is employed in the
Registrar's office as a Senior Degree Verification Specialist, a position of great significance to all
Wright State students.
Every Wright State graduate
has Pitzer to thank for her hard
work. This mother of two, grandmother of three, single-handedly
poresover each potential graduate's
transcript. Pitzer must ensure that
every degree candidate has fulfilled
the requirements necessary for
graduation before being awarded
their diploma.
She does this by examining
course information for every class
a student takes, including transferred credits,fromthe beginning
of the student's college career to
the point of graduation.
"Kids think that because they
attended commencement they
graduated," Pitzer said. However,
oversights do occur. Pitzer says
that some advisors overlook credits required for their advisees'
graduation. She says that reconciling these problems is the most difficult part of her job. In some instances Pitzer has found it necessary to rescind diplomas issued to
students who failed to meet graduation requirements.
Pitzer is also responsible for
verifying students' honors status,
Although this information is
calculated by deans and the
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Just where is that video?
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotliqht Editor
ERIC ROBINETTE
Staff Writer

Choice Video, Springfield South).
d i d D r E m m c u B r o w n s,an

and Videotape is an adventure (First
Choice Video, Springfield East).
Going to the video store can Thisfilmisaboutasactionfilledas
make a person howl with laughter, Barry Lyndon.
groan in pain, and stare in utter
Barry Lyndon is an action /
disbelief. And we're not talking adventurefilm(Dayton Public Liabout theridiculoustitles of the brary). A great (ha!) classification
movies in that little room in the for Stanley Kubrick's slowest
back of the store.
pacedfilmever.
We're talking about where the
Lenny is a musical (Cary's,
tapes are on the shelves. In just Kettering). Granted, director Bob
about any video store, you will find Fosse has done musicals before,
at least one
But Dustin
tape that is
Hoffman has
horrendously
n0L
misplaced.
Heathers
W e th ught

°

" I n just about any video

is a drama

wed tell you
,
(Video
some of our
store you will find at least
News,
favorites, as
tape
that
is
horrenMiamisburg).
one
well as where
How very.
we found
dously misplaced."
Sweet
them.
Dreams is a
Woody
comedy
Allen's Man(Video
hattan is a Disneyfilm(Meijer's, News, Miamisburg). No, it is
Beavercreek). When you wish upon documentary on Patsy Cline.
a star, makes no difference what
Now, in the grand tradition of
you are.
JohnnyCarson.weoffersomeclasMidmght Cowboy is a western sifications we would like to see.
(First Choice Video, Springfield
Friday the 13th is a mystery.
East). Set in New York, this story The mystery is why this made so
of a male prostitute is far from John much money.
Wayne.
CooMs/ce is a horrorfilm.The
Monty Python's/.//!? ofBrianis mutilation of music scenes are the
a western (Video News, most terrifying we've ever seen.
Miamisburg). "I'm a lumberjack
Jaws The-Revenge is a comedy,
and I'm OK ..."
The special effects are hilarious.
Lambada is tor mature audiFaces of Death goes into the
ences (Video News, Miamisburg). circular file.
So that's why it's rated PG!
This compilation of actual vioReturn to the Blue Lagoon is an lent deaths is the worst example of
adventure (VDO World, entertainment in the history of
Miamisburg). Oh, dear.
mankind.
El Norte is a foreign film
We hope they've been sued by
(Blockbuster Video, Kettering), the victim's families.
Produced by that famous internaAnd finally. Beauty and the
tional company, American Play- Beast is a musical. To classify it as
house.
a children'sfilmis to deny it an
Aliens is a new release (First audience itrichlydeserves.

Florence Pitzer
ments mandatory for graduation. Iftributed the diplomas, she noticed
a student has declared a minor, a long line of graduates while only
Pitzer must verify these require- a few diplomas remained.
ments as well.
Luckily Pitzer had brought the
This is not where Pitzer's work extra diplomas. She handed these
ends, though. She is also respon- out at random and assisted gradusible for alphabetizing and distrib- ates infindingtheir proper diplouting diplomas at commencement mas at the end of tlx: ceremony.
____________ __ Pitzer says she no longer assumes that students who fail
registrar as well, Pitzer must " S h e ' s an excellent P. {. to return their cards won't be
confirm these results before
r auending the commencement
releasing honors students' person, ... She g o e s OUt
exercises.
names to the bookstore. Only her Way tO help people."
"It's a lot of work. It really
those students eligible to wear
- ^ J a n i c e LUPP
is," said Pitzer. Pitzer's hard
an honors cord are allowed to
uaiiiwj L u t e
work does not go unrecogpurchase one.
nized, though. She was reThe real work begins when a ceremonies. Pitzer says that this is cently honored with the President's
student applies for graduation. At the most rewarding feature of her Award for Excellence in Human
"A Metaphysical
Adventure"
this time Pitzer forwards a copy of job.
Relations. Pitzer was nominated
SUNDAY, A U G U S T 1 6 , 1 9 9 2
the student's transcript and degree
"Some get teary-eyed," Pitzer for this award by Janice Luce, Seapplication to the dean's office of said. She especially enjoys hand nior Secretary to the Registrar. Luce
11:00AM t o 7:00 P M
the student's college. At each step ing out diplomas to students she says that Pitzer is vital to the funcAdmission: $3.00 per person
along the line the information is knows have been working on their tioning of the Registrar's office.
validated. Eventually the materials degree for a long time.
Holiday Inn, Fairborn
Pitzer is usually one of the last
are returned to Pitzer for further
There is one particular gradua- Wright State staff members gradu- 2800 Presidential Drive, Col. Glenn Highway, Fairborn, OH
processing.
tion ceremony that sticks in Pitzer's ates interact with. Luce says lhat
At this point Pitzer tracks stu- mind. On this occasion she alpha- Pitzer leaves graduates feeling good (off Interstate 675, Exit #17, across from Wright State University)
dents' progress in courses during betizeddoci al diplomas as usual, about their university experience.
OVER 40 VENDORS AND READERS
the current quarter. She also indi- using cards submitted by gradu"She's an excellent P.R. perSponsored by Mountaintop Bookstore
vidually compares each potential ates confirming their attendance at son," said Luce. "She goes out of
(513) 854-2855
graduate's transcript to the require- the ceremony. However, as she dis- her way to help people."
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Movie
capsules
SPOTUGHTON

Boomerang
• • •
Eddie Murphy's attempt at a
comeback is less successful than
expected. Thefilmsuffers greatly
from too many crude jokes and
crude characters, especially Grace
Jones. However, thanks to
Murphy's sheer talent, the movie
is very funny in places, and it does
manage to convey a heartfelt message. (Eric Robinctte)

Cool World •
Holli Would if she could... but
this movie can't so you shouldn't.
(Scoct Copeland)

Honey, I Blew Up
The Kid • •
The original was directed by
Joe Johnson (The Rocketeer). This
sequel is directed by Randal Kleiser
(The Blue Lagoon). Any questions?
(Scott Copeland)

Man Trouble •
Script? Here, script. Here,
script. Gee, where'd you go, script?
(Scott Copeland)

Prelude to a Kiss
• • • •
The fact that the story is the
most original one of the year works
both for and against thefilm.On
the one hand, it's so original that it
might be hard for some people to
accept it atfirst.But on the other
hand, it's executed so well by Alec
Baldwift, Meg Ryan, writer Craig
Lucas, and director Norman Rene
that it's utterly spellbinding. (Eric
Robineoe)

Universal Soldier
••
Mediocrity reins as this film
serves as a cheap Schwarzenegger
imitation in every way. Well made,
but not good. And Dolph Lundgrcn,
or Dolt Lunkhead, may well be the
worst actor working today. Or any
day. (Scott Copeland)

Spotlight

Listen up - our music capsules
Swing Out Sister — Get in
Touch with
Yourself • •
Soulful vocals in front of a
nice easy beat and some tasty
easy listening piano providing melodies well describes
the music on Swing Out
Sister's mostrecentalbum.
Basically, I've heard it
before many times, and this
album does not rank h igh. (Joe
Lawrence)

G

Faith No More
—Angel Dust
• • • •
This could very well be Faith
No More's most consistently good
album yet. Singer Mike Patton
shows a stronger influence here,
lending some tracks the almost
avant-garde sound of his other
band, Mr. Bungle. Don't get me
wrong, this stuff rocks hard, but in
a demented sort of way, ending
with a bizarre remake of the "Midnight
Cowboy"
theme.
Headbangers will enjoy this, but so
should '.hose of us with more diverse tastes. (Andrew Rogers)

The Mission UK
— Masque
• • • •
The Mission UK try to diversify their sound on Masque, but
with Wayne Hussey's whiny vocals certain songs should not be
attempted. Overall, as on such
songs as "Never Again," the throb
of a typical Mission UK song is
pioscnt as the strong beat, soaring
instruments, and piano fueled
sound combine for an otherworld
feel. Other songs try to slow the
pace but Wayne's metaphysical
lyrics feel flat. (Joe Lawrence)

Correction; In the last \s$ue,THeGuardum failed to givecredit to Joe Lav.Tcncc for his capsules of the Materia]
Issue and Sobo albums, and to Eric Robinctte for his capsule otPinoccfuo. The Guardian regrets the error.

B-52s — Good
Stuff • • •
No surprises here, except possibly "Revolution Earth" and
"Dreamland" where the Bs slow
the party down for some lush
synth-pop. On "Dreamland" in
fact, lead croaker Fred Schneider
proves he can actually sing! Unfortunately, nothing leaps off this
one like "Love Shack" or "Dry
County"did from its breakthrough
predecessor, but fans will love it
anyway. (Andrew Rogers)

FREDERICK A. WHITE
HEALTH CENTER
WSU PHARMACY
873-3414
So You l i k e Someone Who Makes Things Easier For You?
Then y o u will like the WSU P h a r m a c y .
Wt lie open Monday through Friday from 9 »m to 5:30 pm *o you can
drop by on your lunch bteal or on your way home.
We cart) many high-quality generic substitutes that we uir in filling over
40 perceni of (he prescriptions we dispense. T h e * generic! U " you up to
half the cost of the name brand medication, which gives you a choice rn
how your hard-earned money is spent.
We carry various over-the-counter product* along with their generic
equivalents.
If you have hard-lo-fiod products, it is possible for us to order them for
you - usually with neat-day pickup and without any added cost.
We gite informaiion concerning any medication either over the phone or
in person

Every

U

Wednesday,
Friday and
Saturday!

IN DAYTON

The 10 perceni discount thai you'receive can be extended to your family
Our OS I computer system in over 3,000 independent stores across the
U.S.A. keeps a permanent electric paiient record, provides printed adverse
reaction information, checks all new prescriptions against others on your
palienc record for poteruial drug interactions, and checks all new orders
against the patient history for potential allergic i
We participate in a number of third-party plans such as: Western Ohio.
PCS. PAID. Aetna. Medimet. Catapiller. HMP. Ohio Medicaid. Greene
County G.R., Ohio Blue Cross, Dayton Area Health Care Plan. Value Ra
and N.PA
Ut us mota nunga aoay tor rout

h i * c<a« IJJ-M14 * drop

fe*

WW Phormocy m

A Wh»« 8«o»l

*We can easily transfer your refills
to the W.S.U.
/.S.U. pharmacy'
"
• REDEEM THIS COUPON •

You will receive 100 tablets of
IBUPRCFEN (200mg). Good with refill
or new prescription.
We are open 9:00 to 5:30 pm M-F
C O U P O N EXPIRES 9 / 1 / 9 2

Guardian Job Openings.

e Guardian
Newspaper jobs open at The Guardian
Members of The Guardian released
Job Listing
information late last week w job openings at
the newspaper for summer and fall. The jobs
include assistant positions in many
departments as well as sales representatives,
secretary, circulation manager and archivist.
Interested students should stop by The
Guardian offices in 046 University Center to
fill out an application and receive more
information.
Stop by The Guardian offices in 046
University Center or eat 873-2505 for more
information-

• Sales Representatives
• Archivist
• Secretary
• Circulation Manager
• Assistant News Editor
• Assistant Spotlight
Editor
• Assistant Sports Editor
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Fairborn residents roll to victory in Wheelchair Games
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor

ally consists of typing a letter and
making 100 of them."
But the key, according to
Conover, is sending the letters to
the companies at therighttime.
"It depends on when you hit
them," he said. "But most generally you get a letter back saying if
they will sponsor you or not."
"Finding sponsors is real
tough," added Adams. "A lot of
people don't know about wheelchair sports. But every little bit
they can give us helps."
For the Veteran Games,
Conover and Adams were sponpnoto by Scott Cozzolino
sored by the Paralyzed Veterans Softball was one of the more popular sporting
events at
of America. Wright State's wheel- the 12th Veterans Wheelchair Games.

Rob Conover and Darwin G.
Adams aren't ones to turn away
from a good challenge, so it's not
surprising the two Fairborn residents took part in the 12th National Veterans Wheelchair
Games in Dayton July 14-18.
"We aren't afraid to try anything," said Adams after competing in his third Wheelchair
Games.
Because over 500 wheelchair
athletes took part in the competition, those competing were allowed to enter onlyfiveevents.
Both Conover and Adams competed in the 100, 200, 400, 800
and 1,500 meter races.
Conover — competing in his
sixth Wheelchair Games — got
the best of Adams in the competition by winning four gold medals and one silver medal. Adams
finished the games with one gold,
two silver and two bronze medals.
Even with the tough competition on the track, the two athletes
remain best friends off it.
"My best friend lives three
streets down from me," said
Conover, referring to Adams. "I
have to give him credit for helping me train."
Adams credits Conover with
getting him started in the Wheelchair Games.
"I met Rob while playing
wheelchair Softball and he found
out I was a veteran and got me
photo by Scon Cozzolino
interested," said Adams, who is a Disabled veterans took aim at the Wheelchair Games July 14—18 In Dayton.
field engineer at Wright-Patterson
chair softball
Air Force Base.
Whcelchair
Conover, however, discov- team — which
and
'Wright State has Games
ered the games while in a Cleve- Conover and
other competiland hospital.
tions
throughAdams are mem- a n outstanding pro
t" v
out the year, the
"I heard about the games in bers — is also —•
Ann Arbor, Michigan, and sponsored by the gram for disabled two go through
thought I' d check it out," he said. Paralyzed Vetera tough daily
They have both stayed inter- ans of America. a t h l e t e s . "
routine,accordJust as tough
ing to Conover.
ested in wheelchair athletics toMonday is a
gether, taking part in such activi- as finding a spon- —Rob Conover
warm-up day
ties as kayaking, skiing, biathlons, sor is the condi- • •
tioning
and
training.
triathlons and marathons.
usually consisting of a 10 mile
"At the beginning of the year push. Tuesday and Thursday see
Perhaps the toughest activity
they engage in is getting spon- you do sprints," Adams said.
eight 800 and eight 400 meter
"The second part of the year pushes, while Wednesday the
sors for their various activities.
"That's the rough part," said you work on dis' ince by doing two do what they feel they
hills
or something like that."
Conover, who is studying Urban
needed the most work in, usuTo prepare for the Veteran ally a 10 kilometer push or a
Affairs at Wright State. "It usu-

series of sprints.
Friday is used to prepare for
races as they pushfivekilometers followed by many 100 meter
sprints.
Even when the summer ends,
the training goes on. "Now I'm
going into the marathon season,"
Conover said. "I'm doing about
10-12 miles a day."
Conover competed in his first
marathon last year, taking part in
the Columbus Marathon without
any training.
"That was a tough test," he
said. "I thought if I could do it
without training, I could do it
with training."
Conover's training has paid
off, enabling him to qualify for
the Boston Marathon in 1993.
Conover just made the qualifying time of 2:10 by two minutes.
Conover came to Wright
State after being recruiting for
its wheelchair basketball team,
but has decided to race instead of
play basketball.
"Wright State has an outstanding program for disabled
athletes." Conover said. "I was
really impressed with their program."
Neither Conover nor Adams
plans to stop competing anytime
soon as they both hope to continue for years to come.
"I've seen 78 year old athletes competing," Conover said.
"As long as my body lets me, I'm
going to push."
Over the weekend I was
beaten by a guy 50 years old,"
said Adams. "My goal is to do it
as long as I can."
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WSU baseball player selected in amateur draft
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
When Jeff Ashton was drafted in
the 1992 amateur baseball draft, he
became the sixth Wright Slate baseball player to keep alive his dream of
playing professional baseball.
Ashton was drafted by the Cincinnati Reds organization and was
assigned to Princeton, West Virginia, of the Appalachain League
for rookies.
Ashton, a 5-10,175-pound second baseman, was hitting .229 in 24
games.
So far this season, Ashton has
16 hits in 70 at bats. He has scored
23 runs and has 10 runs batted in on
three doubles and two home runs.
Ashton has also shown off some
speed by stealing nine bases.
The Wright Stale senior hopes to
advance into Class A next year, according to WSU baseball coach Ron Bob Jesperson Is one of six Raiders of past and present playing minor league baseball.
Nischwitz.
Nischwitz said. "Some guys have a
One Raider who didn't receive ers.
Ashton could move into Class hard time converting from alumi- the opportunity to advance was sec"One person who was surprised
AA ball in 1994, leaving just Class num bats to wood. He has good ond baseman Jon Sbrocco.
about the draft was Sbrocco," said
AAA between him and the major speed and good hands. He has to
The senior was snubbed in the Nischwitz. "He was the
develop into a good hitter to move draft despite being one of the Mid- tournament's MVP and was named
"Itdependson how well he hits," up.
Continent Conference's top play- to the second-team All-region. He

Team USA releases
Wright State pitcher
record.
The 6-foot-1,185-pound starting pitcher faced 72 baiters in 16.2
Brian Anderson, a sophomore innings, giving up 16 hits — 7
pitcher from Wright State, was cut doubles, 3 home runs.
by Team USA as it trimmed its
The opposition scored 11 runs
roster down to the final 20 players off Anderson as he walked five,
the team will be taking to giving him a 5.40 earned run averBarcelona, Spain, for the 1992 age.
Summer Olympics.
Anderson struck out 16 batters,
The 20-year-old lefthander eight swinging and eight called out.
from Geneva, Ohio, entered the
During his stint with Team
tryouts as a walk-on and was on the USA, Anderson led the team in
bubble heading into the final round doubles allowed and was second in
of cuts, but a poor outing against most home runs allowed while startCuba hurt Anderson.
ing three games.
He finished the 26-game sched- Only three pitchers started more
ule against other countries partici- games than Anderson.
pating in the Olympics with a 1-2
He tied for fourth in sirikeouts.
By GREG BILUNG
Sports Editor

Dayton hosts minority
tennis clinic Aug. 1-2
The U.S. Professional Tennis nis program in the form of a free
Registry will host a minority tennis tennis clinic.
teacher workshop August 1-2 at
In addition, the USPTR will
Thomas Cloud Park.
offer teacher certification at the
The 10-hour workshop will run conclusion of the workshop for
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. August 1 andthose who join the USPTR.
8-10 am. August 2.
Although the workshop is free,
The workshop will provide the participants must contact (he
instructor with a basic and funda- USPTR office to register for the
mental approach to teaching tennis event.
Sis
l in a group situation.
Those interested can call 1-800The workshop is free to minori- 421 -6289or write to P.O. Box 4739,
Brian Anderson
ties who agree to give back the 10 Hilton Head, South Carolina,
was ranked sixth in innings pitched, hours to their inner city youth ten- 29938.
and finished with the eighth highest ERA among the 18 pitchers
vying for the trip to Barcelona.
Anderson was 11 -3 during his
first year at WSU, striking out 110
and walking just 16.

Women's soccer
adds to coaching staff

Wright State women's soccer
coach Hylton Dayes announced the
addition of Kitty DeMoss to his
we have tocomc up with someone coaching staff earlier this month.
independently wealthy or in need DeMoss will serve as an assistant
of a second job," said Peggy coach, the same position she previWynkoop, WSU's assistant direc- ously held at the University of
Kentucky.
tor of athletics.
DeMoss attended United Stales
Anyone interested in the positions should contact Newman or International University, where she
was named to the Far West AllWynkoop at 873-2771.

Wright State coaches resign
Two WSU coaches resigned
earlier this month.Men's tennis
coach Wyatt Bumgardner and softball coach Jerry Hawker both resigned to pursue other interests.
"Wyatt wanted to do other
things and pursue his tennis career," said Paul Newman, Wright

State's associate athletic director.
"Jerry has a position that won't
enable him to continue."
WrightStateiscurrently searching forreplacemcjitsatalocal level
and hopes to ave the positions
filled by mid-September.
"They are both part time jobs

Jeff Ashton
was surprised he wasn't drafted."
Ashton was the fourth Raider to
be signed by the Reds.
The others are pitcher Leonard
Griffcn and outfielder Keith Gordon of Cedar Rapids, and outfielder
Bob Jesperson of Charleston.
Playing shortstop for Seattle's
San Bernardino team is Pat Garrigan.
The only Wright S late grad playing above Class A is pitcher Mike
Mathile, who is currently at
Montreal's AA team of Harrisburg,
Pa.

Conference Team as a senior. She
was also a member of the 19 and
under National Team, as well as
the Southern California and Washington S tate Olympic Development
teams.
The 23 year old California native earned her bachelor's degree
in psychologyfromU.S. International and her master's degree in
rehabilitationfromKentucky.
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Wright State athletic teams help young athletes
attain goals with instructional summer camps

... as well as teaching them the Importance of teamwork,
unity, dedication and good sportsmanship.

pnoto Dy Greg billing
Instructional camps help kids deflect boredom while enhancing Individual athletic skills...

By MONICA BUCKLEW
Associate Writer
Young a thletes arcfloodingthe
campus of Wright State to attend
the numerous summer camps offered by the athletic teams.
The basketball camps never fail
to draw participants as they are
designed to teach the fundamentals of the sport.
Team basketball camps are offered for both boys and girls, giving teams the chance to play together and square off against some
opponents it might not normally
see.
Only recently permitted in Ohio

high school athletics, team camps
allow high school coaches to work
with players during the summer in
game-like situations — with the
emphasis of the camps leaning
heavily on team play.
Men's basketball assistant
coach Jim Brown explains that the
camps do more than simply give
high school athletes a chance to
improve at a particular sport, but
the camps also benefit the university.
"(The participants) come on
campus and see all the facilities we
have to offer," Brown said. "Kids
come on campus and get a chance
to identify with the university. Even

if they don't come here to play a
sport, they still might decide to
attend Wright State."
Several former participants
have attended Wright State according to Brown.
By using facilities and filling
dorms during the often slow summer quarter, the university is able
to better recover costs for facility
maintenance.
Profits from the camps are divided between the university and
coaches according to Brown. Prices
for the camps are set to be competi live with other camps and are adjusted periodically to cover costs.
Terry Hall, Wright State's

"(The participants) come on campus
and see all the facilities we have to
offer."
—Jim Brown
women's basketball coach, is directing thefirstwomen's team basketball camp.
The team camp runs from July
27-30and the camp for individuals
runs from August 3-6. Assisting
Hall are Rochelle McKcnzie and
Bob Pruett, the women's basketball coaching assistants.
Brown, with Wright State for
the past 22 years, assisted WSU
men's head coach Ralph Underbill
with the 17th "Camp of Champions" for youths nine to 18 years
old.
Also aiding Underbill were assistant coaches Jack Butler and Jim
Ehler. The men's basketbal 1 coach-

ing staff will also operate the boys
basketball team camp.
Attracting the most participants
thus far have been the basketball
camps, with more than 32 boys
and girls basketball teams attending.
All the games will be called by
high school officials.
NCAA rules prohibit coaches
from working at camps other than
those sponsored by the coach's
university.
Graduates high school seniors
are ineligible to participate.
Furthermore, NCAA rules prohibit varsity players from assisting
at their home institution.

The boys of summer...

The largest selection
and the lowest prices
New & Used Textbooks
Wright State Clothing & Gifts
School Supplies • Reference Books
photo by Scott Cozzolino

WSU's Dan Bassler (16) helped H.H. Morgan win the Gregg Nlschwttz Memorial
Tourney July 3-5 In Dayton, defeating Birmingham 5-4 In the championship game

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
across from W.S.U. next to Chi-Chi's
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CLASSIFIEDS

GENERAL

f

RENT/ HOME

Q PERSONALS

FOB SALE: Fiuie (Genwinhardt)

Full-figured SWM seeks relationship with

Room (or rent in owner's house. Five miles

Excellent condition $100 Call Karen 873-

mature Wright State students (any sex,

from WSU. $240 per month. Includes

2967

race, orientation) who enjoy poetry (short

utilities, cable TV, washer, dryer, basic

fiction, one-act plays, essays, criticisms,

phone, non-smoker, no pets: ask for Chi.s
253-8158

a

HELP WANTED

reviews, interviews, photographs, graphic
prints, artwork), moonlit layout sessions,

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn
t2,000+/montfi • wortd travel Holiday,

and honest, open discussions of the human

AMY APARTMENTS. VILLAGES OF

condition. Interested parties who desire the

Summer and Career employment available

fulfillment of volunteering for literary/fine

RIVERSIDE - Adiacent to Area B, WPAFB,
4.8 Mi. to WSU. 1 Bdrm dlx. ww carpet. Ai

No e«perience necessary. For

arts magazine should contact Kevin "8>g

C. 600 sq. f t ; ample, lighted parking: quiet,

employment program call 1-206-545-4155

Boy* Kearney at 873-2031 or ptck up

secure area »11 & #23 RTA bus out front.

e x l C920.

application at 006 University Center

UNFURNISHED - $280 - 350 /mo.

(photos not necessary).
Wanted: Babysitter in Mad River Toenihp
area for two preadiooler* (age* 4 and 2)
tor occasional Friday or Saturday evening*
Prefer own transportation. Salary
negotiable. Call evenings 258-8588, ask
tor Amie.

NEEDED ASAP11 Roomate Hale or
Female. 3 bdrm. Apt. iM.OOrtno •
UtlMee.Due to a auddan required move
by one of our roomatea, my roomate
and I may be forced t o give up a helluva
great apartment. Leave meeaage at The
Guardian Offlcee or 2 3 M 1 0 8 ask tor
91 eve.

•

SERVICES

Make the m o d o l your degree Resume
consultabon/wnong. retyping, cover letters,
SF 171'». Three month listing on National
Resume Bank available. PARW member.
429-2475.

Looking for a way
to make a difference?

RECYCLE!

o

Box
AfghanWigsMarcAlmondAlphavilleAmericanMusicClubAncientsAnythingBc
AztecCameraBadBrainsBuriderasBauhousBeautifulSouthAdrianBelewTheBel
AztecCameraBadBrainsBunderasBauhousBeautifulSouthAdrianBelewTheE
ovedJelloBiafraBADBigPigBlakeBabiesBlessingBlueAeroplanesBiurBoDeans
BookOfloveBoxCarBraindeadSoundMachineBuckPetsCabaretVoltairComouf
lageCamperVanBeettiovenCandySkinsCavedoasChainsawVillansChapterho
useChris+CoseyChristOnACrutcnChurchCliffsOfDoomCocteaTwinsConcrete
BlondeConnellsConsolidatedCorrosionOfConformityCranesCureCyberaktifDa
rlingBudsDanielleDaxDeadCanDanceDepecheModeDieKreuzenDinosaurJcD
ropAcidDylansEchoAndTheBunneymenEden808StateElectronicErasureExce
ssiveForceFarmFatimaMansionFront242FugaziGhostOfAmericanAirmenGlov
eGutterboyHappyMondayHeliosCreedHexhJittHoleHypnolovewheellnTheNurs
eryJane'sAddictionJazzButcherJesusLizardJoyDivisionJudybatsKaytydidsKitc
hensOfDistinctionKMFDMLavaLoveLeavingTrainsLordsOfAcidLoveBatteryM
achinesOfLovingGracelanMcCullochMeatBeatManfestoMinistryMoesMyLife
WithTheThrillKillCultMySistersMachineNegativeiandNewOrderNinelnchNails
NirvannaNitzerEbbNoMeansNolOOHomoDJ'sORBOriginPegboyPigfacePIXI
ESPsychodoctsRealLifeRedHotChiliPeppersREMReplacementsRevenaeRoll
insBandSchnittAcht7SecondsSevenSicondyShamenSingleGunTheorySisters
OfMercySkinnnyPuppySlowdiveSmashingPumpkinsSmithsSocialDistortionSOi
ftCellSuperchunkSwansTheyEatTheirOwnTHisMustalToadTheWetSproketTo •
olUrgeOverkillVerlainesVulgarBoatmenWaterlilliesXXYoxoYoLaTango

C.D. CONNECTION

CON HON

FOR ALTERNATIVE MUSIC
THERE'S NO ALTERNATIVE
Now Carrying
Top Selling Cassettes

Beavercreek

Lerarua Kettering Center

Corners at the Mall

4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West of
aht State University

Co.ner of Dorothy Lane
& Woodman
in Kettering

St Rt 72S Between
ttie Dayton Mall & I-75
Near Toy's 'R' Us

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472

There are easier
ways to get your
message across.
The Guardian
Classifieds
Call 873-2507 or stop by The Guardian
Offices, 046 University Center for more
information

Guardian Job Openings,

The Guardian
Newspaper jobs open at The Guardian
Members of The Guardian released
information late last week on job openings at
the newspaper for summer and fall. The jobs
include assistant positions in many
departments as well as sales representatives,
secretary, circulation manager and archivist.
Interested students should stop by The
Guardian offices in 046 University Center to
fill out an application and receive more
information.
Stop by The Guardian offices in 046
University Center or cal 873-2505 for more
information.

Job Listing
• Sales Representatives
' Archivist
.Secretary
• Circulation Manager
. Assistant News Editor
• Assistant Spotlight
Editor
. Assistant Sports Editor
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Office Politics

50

56

1992. TnOuno Media Services

ACROSS
1 Party for
men only
5 Meat jelly
10 Gully
14 Tabled'—
15 Lasso
16 King or
Alda
17 Fragrance
18 Goose genus
19 Ship bed
20 Nonsense
22 Andean
denizens
24 Cup handle
25 British
decorations
26 Lamentation
30 Quail
34 Streamlets
35 Monks of
Tibet
36 Teachers'
org.
37 Jannings
or Ludwig
30 Went to the
polls
39 Copper
40 Relative

41 Turns to
liquid
42 Prize money
43 Flattened
fish
45 Feline
46 Spheres
47 Kitchen
item
46 Black Sea
port
51 Theatergoer's
reading
matter
56 Strike with
stones
57 Ordeal
59 Tract
60 Winglike
61 Part of
ancient
Greece
62 " — o l d
cowhand"
63 Ms. Home
64 Conforms to
65 Ladoga,
for one

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

DOWN
1 Used a gun

Bustle
Physicist's
concern
Seed
Resting
place for
Noah's ark
Madrid man
Over
Follower
suff.
New Mexico
caverns
Terre
Haute's
river
Astringent
An Andrews
Signs
Yearnings
Depressed
states
Cupolas
Newspapers,
in general
Restrict
Suspect's
plea
Not well
Foolish
Sluggish
Nervous

33 Consumed
35 Ms. Montez
and others
38 Word for
word
39 Director's
word
41 Team directors: abbr.
42 Compassion
44 Cosa —
45 Eucalyptus
eaters
47 Fold
48 Ring stone
49 Remove
50 Verve
51 Evergreen
52 Set free,
in a way
53 — la Douce
54 Plumbing
problem
55 Path
58 Caviar base

Word Jumble

n i

DYFLAG
SENFUI

o
^

n
LJ

Orw

"It says. 'You weigh 160 pounds, and you
shouldn't have bought those cookies '"

Off The Wall

Off THE WfiU-

I
M3pi
tipMi
a

D

i NOFEL

On Sale Today

<'1992. Tribone Medn Services

Unscramble these lour words, one
letter to each square, to form
/
four ordinary words.

ELLAP
I )
k->

' W e l l , then—if there is no further business, will you pass out the
crayons and coloring books, Mrs. W i m b e r l e y ? "

They re
not what
•y; they used

W H A T HAPPENEP WHEN
THE CIRCUS* A C T
STARTED? T O
DETERIORATE?
Now arrange the circled letters to
form *i _• surprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

jo.

4 E'Cftl?

Crossword Puzzle Answers
Solution:

a a a a a a a u a amJU
n a n a aiaauu (JISEJIJ
aaaa uaaaa aaaa
aanaaaaai a a a a a a
aaa aaaa
aranraaa aaaacauua
a n n u a nainaa a a a
anna aaaaa aaati
ana • a a a a aaaaa
aaaa aau
MR F A
EN A

Word Jumble Answers
LAPEL
GADFLY

4 VYOfffi

FELON
INFUSE

What hanponed when the circus act
started to deteriorate? —
THERE WAS A FALLING OFF
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Lake Campus gets new dean
Dr. Donald E. Krischak has
been named dean of the Lake
Campus of Wright State University, effective July 1.
Krischak, who is a tenured
faculty member in the department of communications, has
been associate dean of the WSU
Lake Campus since 1983 and
has served as the interim dean
for the past six months.
"I am delighted to announce
Don'sappointmentas dean," said
Charles E. Hathaway, Ph.D.,
WSU vice president for academic affairs. "Don has provided
excellent leadership for thecampus. He has won the support of
the local communities as well as
the faculty and staff at the Lake
Campus."
Krischak has extensive
higher education administrative
experience. Prior to coming to
the WSU Lake Campus in 1983,
he was director of the Marquette
Educational Center in Downey,
Calif. Previously, he was chief
executive officcr of the University of Beverly Hills, dean of the
Delano Center and dean of continuing education and director
of public and community relations for Porterville College, both
in the Kem Community College
District, Calif. Krischak also
served as director of development and publicrelationsfor the
Metropolitan Community College District in Kansas City, Mo.,
and as assistant to the chancellor
for community relations at
Maricopa Community College
District, Phoenix.
Krischak is "committed to
the philosophy that an academic
administrator should continue to
teach. 1firmlybelieve that when

Wright State's Lake Campus

you do not teach, you seriously
weaken your effectiveness as an
administrator."
Since coming to Wright State,
he has taught at least three classes
each year in communications, publicrelations,and public speaking.
As associate dean he supervised
student services, (including advising andregistration,library services, publicrelationsand continuing education. He initiated a number of new programs, including the
Invention Convention, College for
Kids, and Junior Scholars.
At the state level, he has served
on the Ohio chancellor's advisory
committee on two-year campus
academic affairs and the sub-com mittee on general education. He
has presented workshops at the
Ohio Continuing Higher Education Association conferences on
conducting community needs assessments and effective use of advisory committees.
Krischak has been active in the
community, serving on the board
of directors of the Auglaize-Mer-

cer County YMCA and West
Ohio Epilepsy Association, and
as a member of the Private/
Industry Council for the fourcounty Job Training Partnership

monitored by a third party,
compromising thecallers' privacy.
"The Americans With
Disabilities Act passed by Congress
requires that telecommunications
systems be established by next year
that are accessible to persons with
communication disabilities and
'functionally equivalent' to
standard systems," Keams said.
"This legislation allows us to meet
the standards set by federal law."
Under Senate Bill 343, any
communication made by or to a
person with a communicative
impairment with the aid of an
interpreter and a TDD would be
made privileged and confidential.
Therefore, interpreters would be

By THOMAS J. LUCEMTE, Jr.
News Editor

Tom Wilson, of Dayton, has
been named the new food service
manager for Wright State.
Wilson, a 1980 graduate of
Wright Slate, bxame the manager
when Marriott won the new food
service contract for Wright State.
"1 love it," said Wilson of his
return to Wright State.
Wilson said there will be many
changes when Marriott officially
takes over Aug 22. Wilson said
they are going to rely heavily on
"customer feedback" in deciding
on what food and services are
needed.
Some of the changes include
adding a Burger King and Pizza
Hut express to the Rathskeller, a
Pizza Hut, Dunkin' Donuts and
Columbo Yogurt to the Allyn Hall

Lounge; and adding a Taco Bell
express to the Bicycle Shop.
He expressed hope that the
Pizza Hut express would be open
for business for fall quarter.
Wilson said there is also plans
for a mobile food cart to roam the
tunnels in bad weather and the
Founder's Quadrangle in good
weather.
Wilson added that it is his hope
to increase the number of student
employees three or four limes.
According to Wilson, when the
new food court comes into existence there may be a Subby's or
Subway and a TCBY.
Wilson said those plans are tentativerightnow. "We're not sure"
at this time, said Wilson of the
food court
Wilson comes to Wright State
from Wittenberg University who
also contracts with Marrioti.

ACL

Krischak has been a member
of the Board of Directors of the
Northwest Consortium for Vocational/Technical Education for
a seven-country area. He also
has been a consultant on school
tax election strategies for area
and out of state schools.
As a member of the board of
the Western Ohio Educational
Foundation, Krischak has served
on the community needs and
scholarship committee, the cultural center planning committee
and the continu..ig contribution
committee.
Krischak has bachelor's and
i in communicationsfromIndiana State University. His doctoratefromMichigan State University is in higher
education administration and
communications.

Bill: 'Deaf have same rights'
COLUMBUS — Stale Senator
Merle Grace Kearns, RSpringfteld, announced today that
the Ohio Senate unanimously
passed a bill she sponsored that
would grant users of Telephone
Devices for the Deaf the same
privacyrightsenjoyed by standard
telephone users.
The TDD technology allows
callers with a communicative
disability to relay a message via
computer to an interpreter who
voices the message to whoever the
caller dials. Responses are voiced
back to tho operator who sends
them electronically back to the
caller. The fundamental problem
with this system is thai every call is

Food manager named

exemptfromtestifying beforecivil,
criminal,
legislative
or
administrative proceedings about
TDD conversations they have
relayed unless both parties of the
conversation consent or if federal
law demands it
"People
without
communicative disabilities arc
afforded secure, private telephone
conversations while TDD users
must endure a 'human phone tap'
on each call," said Kearns. "This
bill extends to TDD users the same
rights typical telephone users take
for granted."
The bill now goes to the House
of
Representatives
for
consideration.

SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma at

£> plasma alliance
'Peopte Hatpins Poop*'
Mai.-Thurc. 6-30 am. 830 p.m.
Fri. 8:30 am. - 6:00 p.m.
Sat» Son. 8.00 am. - 300 p.m.
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

a
***'
RT4

165 E. Helen* St.
Dayton. Ohio
RTA But 22
IO Required.
Proof Ol Age

You can tarn up to $15<Vmontti or more!
We are able to accomodate your orjaniufflonj needs to earn thousands/month!
Example: Upto$150 peretuOent
x 21 Students
S3151

